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I am honored and excited to begin my year of service as ACLEA’s
president. Thank you to Lisa Deane for such a great year and seamless
passing of the gavel. As well, I would like to thank my good friend and
mentor, former ACLEA president Jan Majewski, who gave me my first
opportunity in the CLE profession nearly ten years ago. Looking back
to my first ACLEA meeting, I would never have thought that, almost a
decade later, I would be serving to lead the organization.

(continued on page 3)
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President’s Column..continued
(continued from page 1)

I am a product of the many mentors I have had over the
years, and want to stress the importance of sharing, leading,
mentoring, and volunteering within the organization. You
will get back in multiples what you give. This aspect of
volunteerism is one of the platforms on which we are building
ACLEA’s 2015 vision and current strategic plan. This plan will
be introduced to the membership over the next few months
and we will ensure there are numerous opportunities for you
to become involved.
The strategic plan includes rethinking our conference
design, developing a dynamic and broad online community,
improving member growth and retention, and focusing on a
long-term financial foundation with an eye towards the future.
The key to it all is volunteerism. This strategic plan is infused
with ACLEA’s core values: Community, Professionalism, and
Volunteering. I am excited to take on this collaborative effort
and guide the plan through the first year of a multi-year
journey. I see my role in three facets: to inform, to inspire,
and to initiate. These are dynamic and challenging times,
and ACLEA is a resource for success to all professionals in
continuing legal education.

ACLEA’s Denver meeting had the most ever first-time attendees
and, let me tell you, this group was dynamic, excited, and
involved. I missed several colleagues at Denver, but am looking
forward to your and their attendance in Clearwater, Florida. I
live just 45 minutes from the host hotel and it, and the beaches,
are phenomenal. Keep an eye out for the invitation to register
and preview the session topics; I snuck a peek and the content is
dynamic.
In closing, I would also like to thank the ACLEA presidents I
have had the pleasure of serving under as a member of the
Executive Committee. Your example has been the template on
which I have built my leadership philosophy and expectations.
The current Executive Committee and table officers are a
fantastic group of people and leaders; the membership is to be
commended for electing a stellar cadre of volunteers to help
lead this organization. Please feel free to reach out and contact
me with any ideas, feedback, or concerns.
Your President,
Roger Curlin

As we prepare for various changes in our industry and organization,
I leave you with this thought:
“If nothing ever changed, there would be no butterflies.”
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How to Deal with Some of the 99 Problems You Will
Eventually Face in CLE Programming: Part 2
Karen D. Lee
Oregon State Bar | Tigard, Oregon
Karen is Director of CLE Seminars for the Oregon State Bar. She is also ACLEA’s
Secretary and member of the Executive Committee.

Timothy R. Morrow
Minnesota CLE | St. Paul, Minnesota
Tim is a Program Attorney for Minnesota CLE. Tim also serves on ACLEA’s Best
Program Awards Subcommitee.

MISSING SPEAKERS
TM: Have you ever had a speaker just not show up?
KL: We’ve never had a speaker fail to show up, but we have
had some that arrived late. If the person is on a panel, we
have them sit in the last seat closest to the riser stairs so
they can join the panel with a minimum of disruption. We
also forewarn the other panelists that they may need to talk
longer to cover any gaps as a result of the missing speaker. If
the presentation is solo, and we are fortunate enough that a
presenter following the missing speaker has already arrived,
we will see if we can shift the presentation times. However,
this doesn’t always work if the two times are vastly different
(e.g., 30 versus 60 minutes).
The switching strategy works both on land and at sea. For
one of our CLE at Sea cruises two speakers missed the
boat—literally. Two separate speakers decided to fly to
Ft. Lauderdale the morning of embarkation (cruise was
scheduled to leave at 4:00 p.m.). Of course, that was the
once-in-a-blue moon morning that the Portland airport
was fogged in. Within 30 minutes of each other, both
speakers called me to say they would not be able to get to Ft.
Lauderdale before the ship sailed. One speaker had already
taken the initiative to book herself on the next flight from
Portland to the cruise’s first port in San Juan, Puerto Rico. She
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said she would get a hotel room and join the cruise when the
ship arrived two days later. The problem? She was scheduled
to give her CLE presentation the day after we sailed. The
solution was to switch her presentation with that of another
presenter who was already on board, and she took his time
slot several days later.
TM: What happened to the other speaker who was fogged in?
KL: Fortunately, his presentation wasn’t until the last sea
day, so he had plenty of time to join the cruise at the first
port. My concern was that I knew this speaker was kind of an
adventurous sort and would want to explore San Juan upon
his arrival, a day before we were to dock. I told him that once
he checked in on the ship he had to call me to confirm that
he was indeed at the “venue.” I did not want another missing
speaker, this time in Puerto Rico!
If you have advance notice that a speaker isn’t available, you’ll
have more options, from replacements, to rescheduling, to
even something totally different than a CLE presentation.
Something else we’ve done is to substitute a video. A lawyer
involved in a high profile case that was made into a movie
was scheduled to speak at one of our annual meetings. He
unexpectedly was unable to attend. We ended up showing the
actual movie. I think the movie had good reviews, but no CLE
credit.

CLE Programming: Part 2...continued

Karen Lee and Tim Morrow sat down recently to discuss how their organizations have dealt with some
of the problems that come up when organizing CLE programs. This is the second in a four-part series
as we follow their conversation, gaining tips and tricks from a couple of CLE programming stars!

TM: At our ADR Institute a couple of years ago, our keynote
speaker called me on the morning of the program and said
that there were thunderstorms in the city she was flying from
and that she had spent a few hours at the airport the night
before, but that her flight was cancelled and that she had
given up trying to get on a later flight. So, she just decided to
cancel. Fortunately the other presenters that morning were
able to fill her time, but it was disappointing that she didn’t
try harder to join us.

TM: Well, that sounds like a brick wall.

I didn’t think of it at the time, but it later occurred to me that I
could have asked her to give her presentation by phone or by
Skype that morning. I’m not sure how that would have been
received, but it might have been worth a shot.

KL: Maybe for the SEC, but certainly not for CLE
programmers! Since the speakers were located in San
Francisco and D.C., I contacted two fellow ACLEA members
and asked if we could borrow some office space and a
computer for a couple hours. In the true ACLEA spirit of
collaboration they readily agreed to help. Without the
cooperation of Pam Wilson (State Bar of California) and Lalla
Shishkevish (D.C. Bar) we couldn’t have utilized the Skype
technology to bring the speakers to the institute. So yes,
Skype is a great alternative, but make sure the tech support is
available at the speaker’s end.

KL: Skype can work great in a pinch. We utilized that platform
last year at our Securities Institute. Two of the speakers from
the SEC had to cancel a little more than a week before the
event because of a travel moratorium. That left me with two
hours of time to fill. Fortunately, Donita Douglas, formerly
with the Oklahoma Bar Association, was with me when I
received the call. She explained how she Skyped in CLE
presenters to a seminar and then projected their images
on the meeting room screen. The SEC speakers were game
for using Skype but the SEC wasn’t so enthusiastic. In fact,
the speakers were prohibited from downloading the Skype
software onto any SEC computers.

Look for Part 3 of this series, in which Karen and Tim discuss
speakers going over or under their allotted time in the next issue
of In the Loop!
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Effective Web Redesign:
Thoughts from ACLEA’s Technology SIG
By Bridget Pooley
Georgetown Law
Bridget is a Project Specialist at Georgetown Law in the Department of Academic Conferences and Continuing Legal
Education. She serves alongside Christopher Sharpe (Texas Bar) as co-chair of the Tech SIG.

We have been busy here at Georgetown Law, as we just
wrapped up a three-year website redesign project. For those
of you who attended the 48th Annual Meeting in Denver, you
might have heard mention of the Executive Committee’s
goal to revamp the ACLEA website. As this is top of mind for
ACLEA’s Executive Committee, Georgetown Law, and the
Tech SIG, I have listed some thoughts and resources below for
achieving an effective web redesign.
Content: Maintain or Revise?
While we could have simply repurposed content from our
old website onto the new site, our department used the
redesign project as an opportunity to create new content and
emphasize our online brand. This allowed us to write new
content, remove stale information, and—at go-live—have a
whole new look, sound, and feel. Of course, if your website’s
content is fresh and frequently updated, it might make more
sense for you to maintain your content and instead focus on
just the visual/user-end design.
Documentation
Documentation was key to managing the entire process of the
web redesign for our department. In fact, we did not use any
new technologies until the very end of the redesign. Instead,
we mapped out on paper (and on the wall, using post-it
notes) what we wanted the structure of our website to look
like. We also created a Strategic Foundation document to
identify overarching goals from team input, to outline current
and revised processes for the website, and to identify risks to
be avoided. While we found documentation to be helpful in
the beginning steps, we also came back to it in the end as we
began outlining next steps, instructions, and the framework of
a maintenance plan.
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Setting Goals: Identifying Needs v. Wants
It was important for our entire team to be involved in the
website project; however, we knew we would not be able to
create a product that met everyone’s expectations of a perfect
website. To solve this problem, we split the redesign into two
pieces: what we needed for go-live and what we wanted to
do down the road. This allowed the team to think of creative,
out-of-the-box ideas without any budget, time, or resources
restraints. Identifying what was a need and what was a want
was a good exercise in understanding our website and kept
our project simple.
Competitor Analysis
It was important for us to know what the websites of other
CLE providers look like and to identify, document, and explore
what we did or did not like about them. We examined five
other websites, created accounts, and took detailed notes.
From those notes, we could back up our reasoning to apply
features from other sites. This type of analysis kept us
informed of where our competitors stood and helped motivate
us to get our website up to speed.
Presence
The world of digital presence is bigger than what your website
looks and sounds like. One of our secondary goals was to
align our brand, message, and content on Twitter, LinkedIn,
Facebook, and our website. A crucial part of a website
redesign is to focus on what other content is impacted by your
website.
For more information and further resources, I recommend:
— Content Strategy for the Web by Kristina Halvorsen
— The Elements of Content Strategy by Erin Kissane
If you would like to check out our new website, please visit
www.law.georgetown.edu/cle

Member Moment: Jeff Kirkey
Jeff Kirkey
Michigan ICLE
“Defense wins championships! Plus, hundreds of quotes from Saturday Night Live that almost no one else gets.”

Professionally—
Current Job: Michigan ICLE’s Education Director
Recent Victory: 10 victories actually. I coach the ICLE co-rec
softball team and we just completed our first perfect 10-0
season. The championship trophy is bigger than the Stanley
Cup! Final standings: http://goo.gl/a6Dgf.
Latest Challenge: At ICLE, we’re trying to figure out our
business model for mobile apps. It’s not easy because things
move so quickly in the mobile world, but, as a total tech geek,
it’s a fun challenge.
In My Pre-CLE Life, I Was: A law student who moonlighted
as a computer consultant for law firms.
What Brought Me to CLE: Fate. I started as ICLE’s Internet
& Technology Attorney. It was the perfect combination of law
and tech. My job at ICLE has evolved a lot in the past 13+
years, but I sure am glad Lynn Chard hired me all those years
ago! There is no better job in the world (except maybe being
the general manager of a major league baseball team) than
working in CLE.

Technologically Speaking—
I Never Leave Home Without: Gadgets. I can’t live without
them. Seriously. My Droid 4 smartphone goes with me
everywhere. What a fabulous device. So does my Lapdock
500 which turns my Droid into a laptop. Check it out at
http://goo.gl/5k9ZR
My Favorite Software: Google Chrome. It’s the best browser
in the history of browsers. Load it up with extensions like
LastPass (save all your passwords), Google Voice (make
free phone calls), and “Chrome to Phone” (send web pages
you want to read to your phone or tablet) and you have a
productivity powerhouse.

On My Wish List: My kids want a dog. I want a robot dog.
Those thin and lightweight ultrabooks look mighty slick too.
Must-See Website(s):
1.
2.

3.

Google Reader is a huge time saver to keep up on
everything you’re interested in. www.reader.google.com.
Prezi is a terrific web tool to help you create dynamic
presentations. PowerPoint has met its match.
www.prezi.com
I’m hooked on TEDEd videos. Totally educational and
totally fun. www.ed.ted.com

Personally—
Recent Good Read: “Back of the Napkin”—I was totally
impressed by Dan Roam at the ACLEA conference this
summer. His first book is equally impressive. The staff at ICLE
are starting to get sick of all the timelines I keep drawing.
Favorite Pastime: Softball, of course. I use Excel
spreadsheets to make the lineup. I also run. My Tracks is a
great app that uses your smartphone’s GPS to track your
distance and time. Okay, let’s be honest, I spend a lot of time
staring at screens.
Date(s) I Never Miss: Opening Day of the baseball season
at Comerica Park. Kicking off the U. of Michigan football
season at the Big House. Oh yeah, my anniversary and kids’
birthdays…and half birthdays (we celebrate those).
My Dream Vacation: Kauai, Hawaii. I got married on a cliff
overlooking the ocean at Poipu Beach. I highly recommend it!
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How I Got Here:
Is CLE Anything Like Acting?
Lisa W. Spiegel, Esq.
Lisa is the Senior Director of CLE Programming for the New Jersey State Bar Association

ARE YOU ONE OF THOSE PEOPLE WHO HAS KNOWN
FROM CHILDHOOD WHAT YOU WANTED TO DO IN LIFE?
No. In fact, from the time that I was young I wanted to be
an actress. I acted and sang in school plays and community
theatre. I did always have a strong sense of justice and,
despite being very shy, loudly argued my point when I
believed that a wrong had been committed. Based on all of
this I should have known that I was headed for law school, but
I didn’t figure that out until I was in college.

SO YOU BECAME AN ATTORNEY?
Yes, I became a lawyer. The first five years of my career were
spent working for a firm in Red Bank, New Jersey called Cassidy
Foss & San Filippo. I started working for them just as they
began work on the In re Baby M case, and I handled a general
practice case load. My son was born in 1991, but I continued
working for the firm until 1994 when I left because my daughter
was born and I wanted to devote more time to my family.
WHEN DID YOU BEGIN WORKING IN CLE?

WHEN YOU WERE IN COLLEGE, DID YOU KNOW WHAT
YOU WANTED TO DO IN LIFE?
Even in college I felt that I wanted to be an actress. I
auditioned into the Mason Gross School of Arts and Rutgers,
where I was working toward a Bachelor of Fine Arts. I
prepared two monologues without an acting coach, one was
a comedy and the other a darkly dramatic piece. I was one of
300 people who applied for the program, and one of 30 who
were ultimately chosen.
Mason Gross was a conservatory, and after a semester I
realized that I needed a more intellectual course of study. I
began sampling other courses including computer science
and political science and realized that law school was a
possibility. During the summer of my junior year I worked for
the Monmouth County Prosecutor’s Office, and very shortly
after starting there I realized how much I loved the law.
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I began working in CLE in January of 2008. Before that
time, and while I was raising my two children, I ran my own
real estate practice, took care of two elderly grandparents
and wrote a parenting book called “No Parent Left Behind.”
Essentially, I had all but stopped practicing law to focus on
caring for my grandparents and my children. At the end of
2007 my grandparents had passed away and I wanted to go
back to work, but I was looking for something new that used
both my legal and writing / education skills. Fortunately, I saw
a position advertised in the paper that required both sets of
skills, and the rest was history.
HOW DID YOU END UP AS A SENIOR DIRECTOR
OF CLE PROGRAMMING?
I was hired as the Special Projects Director for the New
Jersey Institute for Continuing Legal Education (NJICLE).
The position gave me a good deal of versatility, and was
immensely satisfying. I was able to draw on my creativity,
writing skills and, of course, my experience in the legal
profession to put together programs, organize projects, and
generate new and innovative products.

How I Got Here...continued

30

As our organization grew, and eventually merged with
the New Jersey State Bar Association (NJSBA), more
opportunities emerged. When our former Executive Director
left to become a judge, I was excited to accept the position
of Senior Director of CLE. This position is similar to my job as
Special Projects Director, but it gives me much more contact
with bar association members, which is an aspect of the job
that I really enjoy.
WHAT LIES AHEAD FOR YOU?
I feel very lucky to be in my current position, and I hope what
lies ahead involves working toward making my organization
and its products and seminars even stronger than they are
today. The law is ever-evolving and so is technology. With
the help of the very talented team of NJICLE programming
attorneys and staff, I hope to create more programs that
directly fill the educational needs of New Jersey lawyers and
to deliver them in more technologically innovative ways. We
wouldn’t exist if it weren’t for our customers, so I want to
continue to bring the best speakers and programs that I can
to them at a reasonable cost. I also hope to work with the
talented team of the NJSBA to create programming for our
members that will not only educate them, but that will help
them increase their client base and keep them as excited as I
am about the law.
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ANY OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE PRESENT
STATE OF CLE OR LEGAL PUBLISHING?
It is said that mandatory continuing legal education
regulations drive CLE organizations, but lawyers are, by
nature, a group that is hungry for knowledge. The law itself
is ever-evolving, so there is always more to learn. We must
continue to teach to all levels of experience and deliver the
material, whether by seminar or publication, in ways that
technology-savvy attorneys expect. As long as CLE providers
do that, I see a great future ahead.

What’s Your Story?
ACLEA members are one eclectic bunch!
The In the Loop newsletter committee would like to share your story
with our colleagues. Would you tell us how you came to work in
CLE? We will be pleased to profile your path in a future issue of In
the Loop. If you are willing to share your story, please send us a brief
e-mail indicating your interest, and we’ll follow up with an interview.
In the Loop Newsletter Editorial Committee
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The Wall Street Journal’s Essential Guide to
Management: A Book Review
By June Hahm
June is a CLE Associate with the American Immigration Lawyers Association, Washington, DC.

Whether you’re middle management, an executive, or a
would-be manager, The Wall Street Journal: Essential Guide to
Management: Lasting Lessons from the Best Leadership Minds
of Our Time is required reading
if you want to succeed in your
management role and be a true
leader.
Alan Murray, the deputy managing
editor of The Wall Street Journal, has
conveniently synthesized the best
and most important management
techniques and practices into
approximately 200 pages. To do so,
he has drawn upon dozens of the
best books, articles, and papers on
management, real life examples,
and the expertise of his colleagues at
The Wall Street Journal. Colleagues
such as Mike Miller and Laurie Hays
provide management insight after
being witness to some of the most
important management drama in
recent news.
Reading about management
practices may seem like work,
but this book delivers a lot of
substantial information in an
approachable style and uses
plenty of pop culture references
from Dilbert comics and the hit
TV sitcom The Office. The book’s
organization makes it easy to quickly find important points you
may want to cover. It’s organized like a short reference book;
each chapter covers a major topic, allowing you to zero in on
specific issues without reading the entire book. Murray cites
critical books on each topic that will expand your reading wish
list. At the conclusion of each chapter, bulleted summaries are
included for the really busy and a reading list for those who
want to delve further.
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Murray begins his discussion on tried and true ways of
management and overcoming human tendencies for failure
by defining the difference between managers and leaders.
He emphasizes that “to be a good
manager in today’s workplace, you
must also be a good leader.” He
then continues with a discussion of
leadership styles and explains how
understanding what motivates
employees plays an important
role in leadership. Murray also
provides practical tips on topics
such as managing difficult or
burned out employees and
working efficiently with teams.
As expected from a management
book, he covers business planning
and strategizing. He also discusses
financial literacy for non-finance
professionals, including the basics
of the balance sheet, income
statements, and cash flow. The
book concludes with business
ethics and, most importantly, tips
on managing yourself and your
career.
Many of the examples he refers
to are events that typically involve
corporations, and there are a few
chapters that seem specific to
the issues of big corporations.
However, I felt that there were
plenty of lessons that anyone could glean from his writing
that could apply to all industries and types of organizations.
Through this book, Murray accomplishes his goal of painting a
picture of modern management at work and exposing readers
to the “best management thinking and advice currently
available.” As Murray states in his introduction, “[the] lessons
you learn here can help you throughout your life.”

The 49th Mid-Year Meeting is returning to
Clearwater, Florida and the theme is about

GETTING BETTER!

49TH MID-YEAR ACLEA MEETING

Sheraton Sand Key Resort • Clearwater Beach, Florida • February 2-5, 2013
It’s all about YOU…

…and it’s also about THEM!

Learn how to get better at what
we do with programs about our own
personal professional development!

Explore how we can connect with our
lawyers/customers better by studying
adult learning issues.

Topics include…
• Leadership training
• How to write a business plan
• Law school for non-lawyers
• Emotional Intelligence and
Conflict Resolution

Topics include…
• How adults learn
• How to meet the needs of adult
learners through online programs

Come join us in beautiful Florida for innovative programming,
and explore how we can improve our own, personal performance ,
and also help make our lawyers professionals!

48th Annual ACLEA Meeting

Thank You to Our Wonderful Exhibitors & Sponsors!
Affinity Consulting Group, LLC

Business Acumen for Attorneys / Accounting Comes Alive

Paul Unger / Alison Lukan
1405 Dublin Rd., Suite 100
Columbus, OH 43205

Jennifer Geier
1638 R St NW, Suite 117
Washington, DC 20009

punger@affinityconsulting.com

jg@comesalive.com

For over 12 years, Affinity Consulting has been providing
relevant, practical, and entertaining CLE in plain English,
focusing on legal technology and law practice management.
We offer these seminars as live CLE events and via
Groupcasts/Simulcasts. Whether it be a couple sessions,
a keynote address, or a 3-day technology conference, we
can help you organize and provide this important content
to your members. Some popular topics include Suddenly
Solo—Technology You Need to Hit the Ground Running,
iPad for Litigators, iPad for Lawyers, Litigation & Courtroom
Technology, Your Office... Don’t Leave Home Without it!,
Paperless Office, Time Management with Technology, Word for
Lawyers, PowerPoint for Lawyers, Excel for Lawyers, Acrobat for
Lawyers, Ethical & Malpractice Pitfalls of Everyday Law Office
Computing... and many more. Paul Unger, Esq. and Barron
Henley, Esq. are always among the highest rated speakers at
legal technology conferences. For more information, contact
us at 614.340.3444.

Accounting and Finance for Attorneys is a professional CLE
course that gives lawyers the tools they need to appropriately
and accurately assess the financial statements of their firms and
clients. Our curriculum has been used in top finance firms such
as Goldman Sachs, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Deloitte, Morgan
Stanley, and KPMG, just to name a few. Each course will be
tailored to meet the regulatory requirements for any jurisdiction.

BeaconLive
Shelley Trudeau
9 Eastman Place, Ste 300B
Melrose, MA 01879
strudeau@beaconlive.com
Founded in 2007, BeaconLive has become a leader in
delivering Webinars, Webcasts and online events for the legal
industry, specializing in continuing education delivery. Beyond
providing proprietary state-of-the-art technology, BeaconLive
delivers high-touch full event service support throughout
the lifecycle of an event. More information about BeaconLive
can be found at http://www.beaconlive.com, or by calling
866.638.2907.
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CLE Netshows, LLC
Stuart Teicher
2 Winchester Dr, Ste 201
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
stuart.tpg@gmail.com
CLE Netshows provides cutting edge online CLE content to
premiere providers who seek to distinguish themselves in a
crowded marketplace. It’s the shows!
CLEOptions/Casemaker
Jim Carder
PO Box 2195
Evergreen, CO 80437
jim.carder@acpen.com
CLEOptions is a distance education delivery company
specializing in information to help the attorney succeed!
We offer live interactive, video Webcasts featuring national
topics and providers shared through the network and linked
to primary law. Casemaker delivers access to its powerful
primary law library as a member benefit through 25 state bars.
Casemaker also offers a variety of meaningful legal practice
tools, like a digest and citator, based on its Casemaker Library
of State and Federal Cases, Codes, and Statutes.

48th Annual Meeting...continued

Copper Services

Destination Colorado

Susan Purifoy
12202 Airport Way, Suite 140
Brownfield, CO 80021

Janie McCullough
95 Holland St.
Lakewood, CO 80226

sales@copperconferencing.com

janie.mccullough@destinationcolorado.com

Copper Services connects business professionals to
collaborations services, event management services,
and business content. Our full line of audio and webinar
conferencing services are enhanced by Conduct, a single
technology to promote, register, notify, and remind
participants to attend events. Copper customers host their
webinars, articles, reports, videos, and other content on
Convey, the business knowledge base. Both Conduct and
Convey accept credit card payment allowing the user to
generate revenue from their events and content.

Destination Colorado is your statewide resource to meetings
in Colorado, representing more than 100 meeting site and
services in every region of Colorado. Our members include
CVBs, lodging properties, resorts, conference centers,
destination management companies, ground transportation
companies, restaurants, and more. We represent city locations
like Denver, Boulder, and Colorado Springs, and mountain
regions like Vail, Aspen/Snowmass, Steamboat Springs,
Durango, and Breckinridge. Visit www.destinationcolorado.
com to learn about our destinations and the meeting sites
and services in each region.

CRMCulture
Eric Goldgeier
1455 Dixon Ave, Ste. 300
Lafayette, CO 80026
egoldgeier@crmculture.com
CRMCulture brings a revolutionary software application to
the world of continuing legal education. CRM for CLE was
built specifically for the thought leaders in continuing legal
education bringing you the experts’ choice in seminar and
CLE management. This software is now available to you in a
single, affordable, all-in-one package.

How to Manage a Small Law Firm
Rocio Espinosa
3109 Grand Ave. #188
Miami, FL 33133
rocio@howtomanageasmalllawfirm.com
CLE directors across the country are raving about the highquality programming offered by How To Manage a Small Law
Firm.com. Better yet, lawyers across the country are asking for
more! In 2010 Microsoft approached us to organize a National
Solo & Small Law Firm CLE Success Tour. For 2012 & 2013
we have 3 exciting new topics based on audience feedback.
Please visit http://www.howtomanageasmalllawfirm.com/
onpurposetour/ for details or visit our ACLEA booth.
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InReach Legal
Heather Eilers
5700 South Mopac Ste. C310
Austin, TX 78749
heilers@inreachce.com
InReach is the leading provider of continuing education
management solutions. The first and most widely used
solution for bringing accredited CLE online, InReach
technology, services, and experience have helped hundreds
of organizations expand their continuing education programs
beyond in-person events. Over the last ten years, the legal
community has successfully leveraged InReach to produce,
manage, distribute, and profit from successful distance
learning programs—with minimal effort, cost, or risk. Today,
InReach is the leading provider of CLE management solutions
and services in the US. For more information contact us at
(888) 892-7676 or visit us at www.inreachce.com.
Internet for Lawyers
Carole Levitt
1024 Cristanos Dr.
Bernalillo, NM 87004
clevitt@netforlawyers.com
For over ten years, Internet For Lawyers (IFL) has been
teaching lawyers how to become cybersleuths by using free
and low-cost investigative Internet resources, from Google,
to social networking sites, public record sites, and more.
IFL’s turn-key CLE seminars, always evaluated by lawyers
as the most useful and entertaining seminar they’ve ever
attended, also cover technology tools and tips for lawyers,
and one hour of ethics can be added to any all-day seminar.
Company principals Carole Levitt, JD, MLS and Mark Rosch
are recognized experts in the field of using the Internet
and technology in the practice of law and are ABA authors.
They have partnered with many bar associations to conduct
all-day seminars and also shorter seminars at the bars’
annual meetings and solo and small firm conferences.
Carole and Mark have also spoken at various technology
conferences (e.g., the ABA Tech Show and Legal Tech), law
firms, government agencies, and corporations. Carole and
Mark have written for Los Angeles Lawyer, Law Technology
News, Texas Reporter, Legal Information Alert, LLRX.com, and
FindLaw.com, etc., and have been interviewed by numerous
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publications, such as New York Times, & USA Today, The Wall
Street Journal, California Lawyer, Lawyer’s Weekly USA, and
Law.com. Carole and Mark have authored many books for
the ABA: Find Info Like a Pro: Mining the Internet’s Public
Records for Investigative Research, V.2 (2011), Find Info Like
a Pro: Mining the Internet’s Publicly Available Resources for
Investigative Research, V.1 (2010), Google For Lawyers (2010)
and two editions of The Lawyer’s Guide to Fact Finding on the
Internet (2003 and 2006), as well as eleven editions of The
Cybersleuth’s Guide to the Internet (2000-2011).
LawReviewCLE
John Holloway
2200 Kings Highway, 3L-40
Port Richie, FL 33980
jholloway@lawreviewcle.com
LawReviewCLE is offering free mobile applications to state
and local bar associations. These applications will be made
available in both the Apple and Android marketplace and are
a great way for state and local bars to promote upcoming CLE
classes. As a national CLE provider, LawReviewCLE presents
over 60 live CLE classes across the US each and every month
and is now working with local and state bar organizations
to increase and maximize turnout and profitability on cosponsored CLE events.
Lexum
Isabelle Moncion
4200 Blvd St Laurent #910
Montreal, Quebec H2W 2R2 Canada
moncioni@lexum.com
Lexum—We are the leading legal technology firm north of
the border and we are now bringing to the United States the
advanced software and applications we developed specifically
for CLE clients. LexView is an end-user interface for e-book
publishing providing extended browsing and searching
features directly on your website. Stop by our booth for a
demo and don’t forget to ask about our full-screen mode(a
client favorite!).

Meeting Exhibitors & Sponsors...continued

Movie Magic/The Rosen Law Firm

ReelTime CLE

Steve Rosen
1000 SW Broadway, Ste. 1220
Portland, OR 97205

Chris Osborn, JD and Michael Kahn, JD, LPC
PO Box 5602
Charlotte, NC 28299-5602

rosen@rosenlawfirm.com

info@reeltimecle.com

Using terrific clips from Hollywood movies, Movie Magic
teaches the best tactics and strategies for motion practice,
opening statement, direct and cross examination of both
lay and expert witnesses, closing argument, and argument
on appeal. Reviewed during the program are the ethical
rules and case law of the sponsor’s state that govern issues
including ex parte contact with employees of adverse parties,
preparation of witnesses, and instructions from clients.
Twice selected as an American Bar Association Presidential
Showcase program, the program is presented by Steve Rosen,
a trial lawyer for 35 years, who is recognized in The Best
Lawyers in America and in Portland (Oregon) Top Lawyers, and
is AV Preeminent rated by Martindale-Hubbell. An active trial
attorney, Steve has presented Movie Magic in 35 states for the
American, state, and local bar associations; the United States
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals; offices of the District Attorney;
law schools, and the U.S. Air Force JAG Corps. Movie Magic is
flexible in length, having been accredited for up to 6 hours of
CLE credit, including 2 hours of ethics credit.

ReelTime CLE’s unique, interactive format, built around
engaging film clips from such films as Michael Clayton,
Changing Lanes, Flash of Genius, and The Dark Knight, is
designed to make getting ethics CLE credit a more enjoyable
experience, to promote greater awareness of the underlying
causes of ethical and professional misconduct, and to help
attorneys identify and implement practical steps toward
maintaining high ethical standards amidst the everyday and
extraordinary challenges they face. Contact Chris or Michael
at (704) 962-8023, or the above email, or stop by our booth
to discuss bringing ReelTime CLE to your jurisdiction or
organization. You’ll never see ethics quite the same…

Periaktos Productions LLC
Anna Marie Thatcher, JD
3213 West Main St, Ste 272
Rapid City, SD 57702
Productions@periaktos.com
Periaktos Productions is the dramatic difference in CLE…
presenting webcast of “CLE Theatre” programs and Webcasts
of “CLE Movies” that focus on ethics and professionalism.
(Clarence Darrow: Crimes, Causes and the Courtroom, Thurgood
Marshall’s Coming!, Maxims, Monarchy and Sir Thomas More,
Impeach Justice Douglas!, What Can Lawyers Learn from
Actors?, Lincoln on Professionalism and Ben Franklin on Ethics.)
Custom Webcasts and firm/group packages available! We are
national presenters with innovative programs that educate,
entertain, and enlighten! Check out our website http://
periaktos.bizvision.com and visit with us at our booth at
ACLEA in Denver!

The Sharper Lawyer
Cynthia Sharp
PO Box 1783
Voorhees, NJ 08043
cindy@thesharperlawyer.com
The Sharper Lawyer (“TSL”) is a professional CLE provider and
attorney coaching entity. Cynthia Sharp, Esquire, the founder
of TSL, is available to deliver live programs to law firms,
bar associations and other legal organizations. Attorneys
attending her courses will improve business development,
client relationship and law firm management skills while
earning required CLE ethics credits. As a practicing attorney,
Cynthia spent close to 30 years building a successful law
firm. During that time, she became a noted CLE lecturer and
has taught thousands of attorneys and other professionals
throughout the country. TSL is fully accredited as a CLE
provider in Pennsylvania. Each course will be tailored to meet
the regulatory requirements of any jurisdiction.
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Snowmass Tourism

ViaTech Publishing Solutions

Jim O’Leary
PO Box 5010
Snowmass Village, CO 81615

Julie Carlson Sladcik
1440 5th Ave.
Bay Shore, NY 11706

Joleary@snowmasstourism.com

jcsladcik@viatechpub.com

Snowmass, Colorado, the leading legal destination in the
Rocky Mountains! With over $1 billion recently invested
in Snowmass, including the Viceroy Snowmass and new
Westin Snowmass, opening in December 2012, Snowmass
is the perfect locale for your CLE meeting, bar association
convention, or firm retreat.

ViaTech provides the single storefront solution to global
publishing. ViaTech is the one company with the footprint and
breadth of services to provide legal publications solutions in
print and eBook format, on demand.

Todd S. Winegar
PO Box 383
Salt Lake City, UT 84110

Danielle McNair
The Chamber & Tourism Bureau
PO Box 1130
Vail, CO 81658

twine7@gmail.com

dmcnair@visitvailvalley.com

“Trials of the Century” CLE speaker.

Home to Vail and Beaver Creek, the Vail Valley offers a
wide array of unique off-site venues, superior guest service,
and team building opportunities. Designed after the
alpine villages of Europe, our pedestrian villages offer an
extensive selection of convenient condominiums, charming
alpine lodges, and convention hotels that allow us to
accommodate groups up to 2000. There are over 350 shops
and restaurants, all accessible by the complimentary in-town
transportation. With non-stop service from across the country,
getting here becomes even easier when your attendees
discover the convenience of flying directly into Eagle County
Airport. That’s what we call: YOUR NEXT MEETING.

Vail Marriott Mountain Resort
Christy McDougall
715 W Lionshead Circle
Vail, CO 81657
christy.mcdougall@marriott.com
The Vail Marriott Mountain Resort has the elegance and
charm of a European chateau with the Rocky Mountains as a
backdrop. Situated only steps from Vail Mountain and Vail’s
iconic village with over 100 restaurants, shops, and pubs. We
offer 344 well-appointed guest rooms including 27 suites that
were designed with comfort and luxury in mind. Our meeting
space is state of the art with over 21,000 sq. ft. comfortably
hosting groups of 10 people to 1,000 people. Vail Marriott
Mountain Resort, your host in the beautiful Rocky Mountains.

Visit Vail Valley / Vail Valley Partnership

V12 Group Inc.
Amy Danziger Shapiro
219 Head House Court
Philadelphia, PA 19147
ashapiro@v12groupinc.com
V12 Group is a database management and marketing services
firm, focused on helping clients manage and deliver relevant
digital and direct marketing communications that improve
campaign performance and increase return on investment
(ROI).
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